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Velvet Marmorino 
Fine natural mineral lime finish

Tools necessary for application: Normal big trowel, good big trowel, 
plastic trowel, sponge float.

Before application
Protection of the work area: Masking tape and protective material over 
the baseboards and around windows and doors.

Primer application
One coat of Primer Quartz is applied with roller or brush to a uniformly 
smooth, clean surface and allowed completely to dry (3-5 hours).

It is necessary to apply the primer on all surfaces with the exception of 
plasters made of lime and sand. These have a similar composition to 
marmorino.

IINSTRUCTIONS 
FOR VELVET
MARMORINO 
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Velvet Marmorino 
Fine natural mineral lime finish

Note that with our wax and colorants, you can always change the color 
even with the passing of time. To make the wax lighter, all you have to do 
is add our “White Powdered Dye”; to make it darker, tint it with the color 
of your choice. It is always advisable to try out the color on a sample 
board or on part of the wall which is not so visible.
Our metallic glitter or pearlescent waxes can also be used to get veiled 
effects.
                                                                                                                                                                                     
Damasque effect
A Damasque effect can be obtained by applying a very thick second coat 
of Velvet Marmorino and passing over it immediately with a completely 
flat, metal trowel always moving in the same direction (horizontally or 
vertically). Ridges will be formed in this way which should then be 
pressed down lightly with a plastic or metal trowel before drying.

Other effects
You can use a metal trowel instead of a plastic one in the final phase of 
the smoothing process to leave dark marks on the finished surface. 
These are transferred from the metal trowel to the smoothest areas. 
This effect is used mostly on dark finishes.

To make the finish feel more velvety to the touch, you can sand the 
surface lightly (not before 48 hours from drying)  with paper P 220-360 
(this moves up the cellulose fibers)  and then brush off the dust.

 

APPLICATION
VARIATIONS

                                                          For interiors: Apply our natural wax as the simplest form of protection 
                                                          without changing the look of your finish. For dark color be careful to tint
                                                          it in the same colour of the stucco since our bee's wax is lightly white.
                                                          Apply it like it is is used on dark colors to get special effect.

                                                          For interiors: Apply our acrylic wax for EpoFloor which guarantees 
                                                          waterproofing and protection against all types of dirt. There are three kinds 
                                                          available: Flat, Semi-gloss and Glossy, which increases shine on Velvet 
                                                          Marmorino. Apply it, diluted till 70/100%,  preferably with a spray bottle.
                                                          To water-proof it, you can apply our lime-based, plaster waterproofing. 

                                                             Applying water based product on dark finish be careful to not soak to much 
                                                          it to avoid that salt coming from the bottom could stain the color

                                                          For exteriors: If the finish needs protection, we suggest our waterproofing 
                                                          for lime-based materials
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MAINTENANCE OF 
STUCCO 
MARMORINO VELVET
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